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Wild About Silk
by Judy Stewart

In his most recent novel, Sacré Bleu, 
 Christopher Moore writes of the color blue: 
“Blue is the sky, the sea . . . It’s a butterfly, a bird, 
a spicy joke, the saddest song, the brightest day.” 
And then I discovered the depth of wild silk. The 
four wild silks provided to me by Treenway Silks 
offer the opportunity to redefine one’s expectation 
of “a silk weaving” to include a bit rough, even wiry, 
or soft, fluffy, and rustic. So I set out to explore.

Tussah Peduncle Silk
The Yarn: 30/2 Peduncle Silk, 100% tussah peduncle silk, 900 yd/3.5 oz or 4,100 yd/lb.
Peduncle silk is produced from the stiff peduncle, a twig-like structure of the cocoon, which is crushed and 
processed before being handspun into yarn with short fibers. It has lots of twist and little in the way of luster. 
This very wild and woolly silk, if left to twist while being thrown across the shed (and it will do so quite happily), 
creates a third dimension to the weave surface. It is best used for weft, so I combined it with a 20/2 silk noil also 
provided by Treenway Silks. This would be good cloth for a jacket or vest. I recommend that you wind the Pe-
duncle Silk onto a bobbin for use in a boat shuttle as it will not work well at all with an end-feed shuttle.
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Twill 
The cloth is somewhat soft and supple, although 
still rough. The shrinkage was variable across the 
wefts, so with planning, the Peduncle Silk yarn 
could be used for instant weft-driven collapse 
weaves. Large block weaves such as linen weave 
work, whereas anything attempting a delicate 
pattern is just lost upon finishing. This is certainly a 
yarn for more exploration.

SaMPLe YarnS: Tussah Peduncle Silk, handspun 
on a takli (natural)
SeTT: 16 epi
DIMenSIOnS: Width on the loom: 10.75"; width 
off the loom: 9.75"; width after wet-finishing: 7"; 
draw-in and shrinkage: 35%. Woven length: 10"; 
length after wet-finishing: 9"; take-up and shrink-
age: 10%.Tussah peduncle silk in 

twill

Eri silk in M’s and O’s

Handspun Eri Silk
The Yarn: 10/1 Eri, 100% eri silk, 1,040 yd/1.8–3.5 oz or 4,310 yd/lb. 
The Eri Silk yarn, a handspun singles, provides nice texture and has a definite luster in the cloth. It invites one 
to weave something light and airy with soft edges. Like the Peduncle Silk, the Eri Silk is handspun from short 
fibers suitable for weft only, so I combined it with bombyx spun-silk warp. The variations in the fiber bring a 
rustic quality to each of the samples I wove, so this yarn invited me to weave something cozy and warm.
The Eri Silk can be wound into smaller skeins and washed before being wound onto a bobbin (again, use a 
boat shuttle, as the Eri has hidden twist qualities) and it will be a bit more full as weft when you weave with it.

M’s and O’s
The sample is soft and warm to the touch. The Eri 
Silk has a lovely sheen in this weave with floats. 
SAMPLE YARNS: Treenway Eri Silk, handspun 
(natural) 

SETT: 24 epi
DIMenSIOnS: Width on loom: 8.33"; after wet-
finishing: 7.5"; draw-in and shrinkage: 10%. 
Woven length: 8.5"; after wet-finishing: 7"; take-up 
and shrinkage: 11%.
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What Makes Silk Wild?
An old Chinese legend says that sericulture (silk cultivation) 
came about around 4,600 years ago when a silkworm cocoon 
dropped into the empress Leizu’s hot tea. As she watched, the 
cocoon raveled into a long, fine thread.  The princess watched in 
amazement, and as she pulled the thread apart, she came up 
with the idea for reeling silk, and an industry was born. While the 
legend is lovely, archaeologists have found ancient Chinese silk-
spinning tools dating from around 7,000 years ago. 
Whatever the origins of sericulture, in all of human history, the 
silkworm is one of only two insects to be domesticated; the 
other is the honeybee. Most of us are familiar with the smooth 
white silks from domesticated worms. However, the harvesting 
and production of wild silks has persisted through the millennia. 
Many species of wild silkworms live throughout East Asia, but 
the most widely available species—the three featured in this 
yarn lab—live in India and China. Each of these worms has its 

own unique characteristics, diet, and, most notably, coloring, all 
adapted to its native environment.
Unlike silk from domesticated worms, wild silks have darker and 
more varied natural hues depending on species and diet. The 
muga silkworm, for example, produces a beautiful golden silk 
that was once reserved exclusively for royalty in India. This darker 
coloring also makes wild silks somewhat difficult—but not im-
possible—to dye.  
The texture of the silk produced by wild silkworms feels different 
from that of their domesticated counterparts. Wild worms some-
times spin bits of natural debris into their cocoons, making the 
silk thread slightly rougher. Also, most wild silks are harvested 
after the moth emerges from the cocoon. This keeps the natural 
silkworm population stable, but it also means the silk must be 
spun instead of reeled, giving it a wonderful texture that begs to 
be touched. 

Indian muga silkworms
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Tussah Silk
The Yarn: 30/2 Tussah, 100% tussah silk, 1,340 yd/3.5 oz or 6,100 yd/lb. 
Reminiscent of the more familiar bombyx silks, this silky soft but strong honey-colored yarn is suitable for 
twills or patterned block designs, by itself in natural or dyed colors for a smooth surface, or in combination 
with other, more textured yarns to highlight its luster. It is a good yarn for weaving anything of elegance. I 
combined it with both pure bombyx yarn and with a blend of 55% bombyx/45% angora. 

M’s and O’s
The sample is soft and has a lovely drape. The 
Tussah and bombyx yarns provide luster to the 
cloth, and the bombyx/angora blend is wonderfully 
soft. Variable shrinkage after wet-finishing created a 
sense of depth and brought the cloth to life!
SaMPLe YarnS: Treenway Tussah Silk (natural) 

SeTT: 28 epi (variable sett: I doubled the angora 
blend)
DIMenSIOnS: Width on loom: 10"; after wet-fin-
ishing: 9.75"; draw-in and shrinkage: 2.5%. Woven 
length: 10"; length after wet-finishing: 9.75"; 
take-up and shrinkage: 2.5%. 

Muga Silk
The Yarn: 30/2 Muga, 100% muga silk, 1,500 yd/3.5 oz or 4,100 yd/lb.
Muga silk is another supple, strong, and lustrous yarn. Natural muga is an even deeper honey color that 
imparts a deep richness of hue when dyed. It is suitable for anything wearable and is elegant in twill blocks 
where the shine brings the pattern to life. I used the yarn in both warp and weft and combined it with 
bombyx silk. 

M and W Threading over 22, 2/2 Twill 
While weaving this sample, I was reminded that 
these patterns truly require a steady, even beat! The 
cloth is a bit close at 24 ends per inch for the 
bombyx warp, but the Muga Silk does hold its own 
and both show fine luster as the cloth is moved. 
This sample is a little heavy for scarves but lovely for 
fabrics. I also wove a 1/3 twill, and the occasional 

slub found in the Muga Silk could be seen on the 
floats, lending interest to the pattern.
SaMPLe YarnS: Treenway Muga Silk (natural)
SeTT: 24 epi
Dimensions (2/2 Twill): Width on loom: 8.5"; 
width after wet-finishing: 6.75"; draw-in and 
shrinkage: 21%. Woven length: 8.5"; length after 
wet-finishing: 7.75"; take-up and shrinkage: 9%.

Tussah silk in M’s and O’s

Muga silk in M and W 
threading over 22, 2/2 twill

The Peduncle Silk and Eri Silk yarns are rustic, lovely, and full of surprises and possibilities. The Muga and Tussah 
Silks are both a delight and a return, of sorts, to more conventional silk weaving—with the added charm of their 
rich hues. I had no problems with warping or winding either pirns or bobbins for weft. Weaving with these silks is 
definitely in my future. I plan to retire next year and “going a bit wild” with silks seems just the thing to do. I hope 
you’ll also weave a bit on the wild side with these enticing wild silks!


